2 area in country that is controlled by a foreign country

European nation resources places to dock ships in Pacific
Boxer & Taiping Rebellions
• Chinese tried to rebel against the European "Foreign Devils"
• unsuccessful because Chinese were not as advanced
  > Europeans called them "Boxers" because they fought with fists as compared to advanced weaponry Europeans had
Japan 1634-1800s
- isolation policy
  - strict with harsh penalties
  - goal to keep European influence out of Japan
US wants access to Japan (1853)
- Asks for access to US ships in Japan for pit stop for their ships in Pacific
  - US President says visit will be beneficial
    - Convenient for America
    - Fulfill Japan's aim of making Japan off self-sufficiency
Japan views US access
- Not for this to be a quest for advanced
  - will change Japanese culture
  - Japan still needs to modernize to avoid imperialism
    - saw China's modernization at a slow level was ineffective
US response to Japan - 1853
- President & Commodore Perry threatening Japan with potential sea invasion of Pacific
  - American ships are big & US is big & we are powerful
Meiji Restoration

- Westernization movement in Japan
  - Willingly bring in Western culture
  - Dress, Objects, Thinking, Sci. & Math
  - Success
Sino-Japanese War (1895)
- Japan beats China
- Japan takes Korea

 Russo-Japanese War (1905)
- War with Russia
- Beat Russia